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Welcome

Reflecting on 2017-2018

This year High Point has taken a new approach to the Annual Report – highlighting our
financials, as well our community. From family events to student milestones, from the
Annual Fund to our Rocking Gala, the 2017-2018 school year was one of growth for High
Point.
As you flip through these pages, you will see the school’s ongoing dedication to
student programs, essential upgrades, and transformations around campus. All of this
is possible through your ongoing support of the Annual Fund and our annual spring
fundraising events.
Our High Point community may be small, but in working together to support the school,
all students benefit from your efforts. Your generous commitment of time, talent, and
treasure ensures that every High Point Eagle can soar.
Thank you,

Christina

Mrs. Pasten
Director of Development
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A Word from Gary Stern
During the 2017-2018 school year, High
Point magnified its commitment to
excellence in curriculum, character, and
community. Our long-standing tradition of
academic excellence is evidenced both by
the exceptional high school matriculation
of the 2018 graduating class and the fact
that our graduates were awarded over
$700,000 in merit scholarships for high
school. Our dedicated, high-caliber faculty
and staff should be commended for their
instrumental role in preparing our students
for such significant success in high school
and beyond. High Point set in motion
several curriculum initiatives, including an
upper elementary Math Club to emphasize
complex problem solving and a debate
team to fortify students’ public speaking
and critical thinking. The High Point Eagles
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soared ever higher in athletics, winning
league championships in both girls and
boys volleyball and boys tennis.
Character counts at High Point. We
launched our home-grown Eagle PRIDE
(Positive attitude, Respect, Integrity,
Determination, Excellence) character
education program and implemented
curriculum at every grade level focusing
on specific timeless values each month.
Going forward, High Point is pleased to
announce its partnership with the Center
for Connection founded by Tina Payne
Bryson (a well-known clinical social worker,
acclaimed author, and speaker) to provide
High Point with an important new resource,
a Social Emotional (SEL) Development
Specialist. The SEL Development

Eagle PRIDE
Positive attitude,
Respect,
Integrity,
Determination,
Excellence

Specialist will furnish emotional and social
support to students. Collaborating with
teachers, parents, and administrators, the
Specialist will implement and support SEL
programming and curriculum.
The 2017-18 school year, our High Point
community was strengthened through
the premiere of a school-wide Families
program. Each 8th grade student led
his/her family, which consisted of one
student from each grade level and a
faculty/staff facilitator. Meeting monthly,
Families is a special time in which students
are introduced to different themes,
reinforcing the Eagle PRIDE character
traits. Ultimately, the Families program
encourages a meaningful connection
among students across grade levels and
fosters a deeper sense of community.
Our community’s generous support of
the Annual Fund is essential to maintain
High Point’s commitment to academic
excellence and awakening the joy of
learning in each student. This year’s
Annual Fund will help ensure the margin of
excellence through:
• the creation of a Makerspace in which
students can actively engage in designing
and creating STEAM-related (Science
Technology Engineering Art/Design Math)
projects.

• the upgrade of High Point’s Science Lab
to allow greater opportunities for students
to experience hands-on experimentation
and application of the scientific process.
• a Snack Shack expansion that will nearly
double its size and improve the preparation
and serving of food during lunch.
• re-sodding the Athletic Field with
mesh installation underneath the field to
enhance the experience at PE and during
sporting events.
Thank you to all who have demonstrated
their commitment and dedication to High
Point. Your support has allowed us to
provide an educational experience that is
among the best in the Pasadena and San
Gabriel Valley area. It is truly gratifying to
watch the High Point community soar to
new heights of excellence.

Gary

Mr. Stern
Head of School
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Ames Noll ’15 HPA All the Way K-8

Board of Trustees
2017-2018
Twelve years ago our daughter Amesie was so excited, happy and nervous to be going
to her first day of Kindergarten at High Point Academy. She was wearing a uniform!
Wendy and I walked her in, warmly greeted by John Higgins and Marlyene Schwartz
who introduced her to one of High Point’s iconic teachers, Mrs. Geer. Amesie’s
nervousness quickly dissipated as Mrs. Geer gently took her hand and showed her
around the classroom and playground. It was there that Amesie made quick friends with
Gwyneth Schoenbaum. They were inseparable for years.
Such is the essence of High Point Academy: Culture, Community, Curriculum (Academic
Excellence). These values are no less today than they were a dozen years ago or over
50 years ago. This summer I had the opportunity to meet many of the new Kindergarten
parents at an afternoon play date. When I asked what was it about High Point that led
to their choosing this school for their child, they all similarly responded, “We knew that
High Point was great academically, but it was the sense of caring and community we
immediately felt when we stepped on campus. We knew instantly that this was the
place for our family.”
And so it was for us. We have made many lifelong friends from our years at High Point,
and all of us have enjoyed watching each other’s children grow. Now, Ames is a senior at
Flintridge Sacred Heart Academy with eyes on Duke University studying Environmental
Science. Her poise and confidence are due, in no small part, to the experiences and
preparation she received at High Point Academy.
Midway through that first year, Mrs. Geer suggested to Amesie and us that maybe it was
time for her to be dropped off in car line, rather than be walked in. Noting our daughter’s
panic (and parents’), Mrs. Geer promised she would be out there waiting for her. Sure
enough, the following morning, there was Mrs. Geer curbside waiting to open the car
door and take Amesie’s little hand into hers and guide her to the Kindergarten. Holding
up car line traffic, we watched our youngest go, but before entering the school, Amesie
paused and turned, smiled her toothless grin and waved, then walked away, eager to
find her best friend, Gwynie. Wendy and I smiled at each other, and then we cried.
Our eaglet had learned to fly.

Mike

Mr. Noll
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Chair, Board of Trustees

2018 Graduating Class
Our graduates gained entrance into local
independent high schools and earned over
$700,000 in merit scholarships.

Monrovia
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1. Open House

6. International Day

2. Biography Day (3)

7. Family Dinner Night

3. Wonder Women Bingo

8. Business Town (6)

4. Science Night (Jr. High)

9. Dads’ & Special Friends’ Breakfast

5. HPA Productions (1-4)

10. Holiday Concert
3

Highlights 2017-2018
5
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Highlights 2017-2018
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1. History Day (Jr. High)
2. Families Program (K-8)
3. Dr. Seuss’s Birthday (K)
4. Danny’s Farm (K)
5. Girls Volleyball (7)
6. Math Club (4-6)
7. Library Games (5)
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8. Spanish Class (Jr. High)
9. Music
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Making It

COUNT
Supplemental Student Programs
Summer School & Extended Care

2%

5%

Interest and Other 6%
Annual Unrestricted Giving 5%
2017-2018 BUDGETED OPERATING INCOME
Tuition & Fees
$5,516,906
Annual Fund Giving
$ 361,602
Interest and Other Income
$ 375,358
Summer School & Extended Care
$ 304,341
Supplemental Student Programs
$ 155,313
_______________________________________________________
TOTAL BUDGETED INCOME
$6,713,520

82%
Tuition & Fees

2017-2018 BUDGETED OPERATING EXPENSES
Personnel Expenses*
$4,579,674
Facilities & Operations
$ 620,355
Education & Supplemental Programs+ $ 387,617
General & Administrative Expenses
$ 353,288
Tuition Assistance
$ 153,443
_______________________________________________________
TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENSES
$6,094,377

75%
Personnel Expenses

10% Facilities & Operations
6%
6%
3%

Education & Supplemental Student Programs

General & Administrative Expenses

Tuition Assistance

*Personnel Expenses also include employee benefits and professional development for faculty and staff.
+Education & Supplemental Student Programs include, but are not limited to: books, field trips, software, and
technology.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------More than 80% of High Point’s income comes directly from tuition and fees. Unlike most schools, High Point does not
have an operating gap. This means that all donations received by the school do not go to balance the budget bottom
line, and instead supplement programs, facility improvements, and educational opportunities for all students.
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The High Point community brought out their finest shoulder pads, big hair, ruffles, and rolled
up sleeves for the Rock of Ages Gala held on Saturday, April 28, 2018 at the Westin Pasadena.
Celebrating 52 years of being Forever Young, parents and friends came together to, like, totally
rock out!

With your support, the school raised over $105,000. That’s so Tubular!
This year, High Point focused its fundraising efforts toward the creation of a new Makerspace
on campus. A Makerspace promotes creativity, critical thinking, and self-exploration. This
new space will enable our students to engage in learning through risk-taking, tinkering, and
discovery, translating across various subject matters and projects – and this is how High Point
can prepare students for high school and beyond.
We extend our deepest gratitude to our sponsors, donors, and volunteers who contributed in
various ways to make our Rock of Ages Gala such a bodacious event!

Rendering of Makerspace to be opened Fall 2018.
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High Point’s Rock

of Ages GALA

Total
Raised
$105,977
Live
Auction
$46,850

Silent
Auction
$15,925
Paddle
Raise
$42,305
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Parent Volunteers (PAX)
A warm glow and sense of connection aren’t all you get from
volunteering: It can improve your mental health and
help you live longer.
Most of us know that if we eat our fruit and veggies, exercise often, and avoid smoking,
we have a better chance of living longer and healthier lives. But your doctor may not
have told you that recent research shows that regularly giving to others should perhaps
be added to that healthy checklist. Volunteering is associated with lower depression,
increased well-being, and even a longer life.
Why should volunteering be good for people’s health?
• Volunteering means getting off the couch and out of the house, so it makes us
stronger and more physically fit. More physically fit people tend to deal with stress
better, which can help them live longer lives.
• Social connections can be good for us. We are hard-wired for face-to-face contact
that includes lots of touch, eye contact, and smiles. Such interactions release a
hormone called oxytocin, which helps us bond and care for others, and also helps
us handle stress better.
• It just feels good. Volunteering can give us a deep sense of happiness, which is also
associated with longer and healthier lives.
If you want to live forever, I can’t help you with that. But if you want to live a longer,
happier, and healthier life, take all the usual precautions that your doctor recommends,
and then … get out there and share your time with those who need it. That’s the caring
cure.
(From a 2015 study from Carnegie Mellon University.)

Our wonderful HPA volunteers help with events, hot lunch,
uniforms, library, and so much more. They provide a great support
to the school. Thank you for all that you do!
Page
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High Point Provides a
Toolkit for Parents
By Norma Richman
In keeping with the mission of the school, High Point Academy has sought to create a
learning community that includes parents, as well as students. This means that since we,
as adults, are our children’s learning models, our attitudes about life-long discovery can
inspire our children to take charge of their own educational journeys. Two years ago, a
new Parent Education program was launched to provide parents with a toolkit to further
this goal. Why a toolkit? The program is designed to arm parents with a set of tools and
personal resources that allows them to support their children with more insight and confidence.
Imagining what the things are that children do not share with their parents or parents do
not share with their children, and those things that tend to perplex us all, we crafted a
program to further the dialogue. Our speakers’ topics ran the gamut from cyber-safety to
night-time struggles over the use of smart phones and tablets, from teaching our kids to
approach life with openness and curiosity to discussing sexuality
with children in a thoughtful, composed tone.
Parent Education at High Point Academy kicked off in the fall of
2016 with a compelling presentation by nationally-known internet
safety specialist Lori Getz. Getz, who has appeared on Dr. Phil
and The Today Show, opened with the premise that every day our
children are online, connecting with friends, downloading content,
sharing where they are, and developing reputations. Her mission:
to help bridge the gap between a young generation of digital natives and their parents and teachers.
After speaking to a parents-only audience in the morning about internet safety, security,
and ethics, Ms. Getz continued the discussion with students in the afternoon, creating a
line of dialogue for both audiences to continue at home.
In the spring Dr. Joe Dilley continued the conversation with an informative and enlightening presentation to High Point parents that focused on appropriate responses to children
whose electronic devices seem to monopolize their time.
Dr. Dilley is a licensed clinical psychologist and the co-founder
of Synergy Psychological. He specializes in the assessment and
treatment of anxiety, ADHD, and technology addictions. His
book The Game Is Playing Your Kid: How to Unplug & Reconnect in the Digital Age has been featured across media outlets
including Mom Talk Radio, The Chicago Tribune, Scouting Magazine, and Psychology Today. His advice was pragmatic yet sensitive to the value and universality of technology in our society.
Dr. Tina Payne Bryson addressed parents and upper-grade students in separate presentations. Dr. Bryson is the co-author (with Dan Siegel) of two New York Times bestsellers
The Whole Brain Child and No Drama Discipline— each of which has been translated
into over twenty languages, and she introduced her latest book The Yes Brain for the first
time to the High Point audience. She is a licensed clinical social worker and the Executive
Director of The Center for Connection in Pasadena, California, where she offers parenting consultations and provides therapy to children and adolescents. Dr. Bryson’s professional life now focuses on taking research and theory from various fields of science, and
offering it in a way that is clear, realistic, humorous, and immediately helpful. She spoke
to an all-parent gathering first, discussing how parents can foster their children’s ability
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to say yes to the world and welcome all that life has to offer, even during difficult times.
She followed up with a presentation to upper grades on what it looks like to cultivate a
“Yes Brain”. Dr. Bryson has been a valuable resource and partner in addressing social and
emotional issues and will certainly be back to impart more wisdom to both parents and
teachers.
The 2017-2018 year wrapped up with Beyond the Birds and the Bees: Talking to Your
Children About Their Bodies and Paving the Way for Healthy Sexuality, an informative,
lively presentation by Dr. Ginger Bercaw. Dr. Bercaw is a clinical psychologist, relationship expert and sex educator. A Co-Founder of the California Center for Healing, she
earned her Doctorate in Psychology from Pepperdine University. She has authored two
books on developing emotionally and sexually healthy relationships and has spoken to
professional and non-professional audiences alike. She is passionate about giving parents the tools they need to help their children develop healthy self-esteem and strong
relationship skills. She advised High Point parents on how to establish themselves as
trusted allies to their children, including how to answer the (dreaded) questions about the
birds and bees. After an interactive discussion on clearly outlined, age-appropriate ways
to talk to children about their bodies and sexuality, parents walked away with many practical steps and with strengthened confidence in this sensitive and often awkward territory.
Coming back to that toolbox, parents noted that they felt better prepared and armed with
real-world tools.
“It was reassuring to know that I wasn’t alone in dealing with certain issues,” says
Cynthia Chylinski, parent of a fourth grader and a sixth grader. She continued, “Every day
we try to be the best parents we can be — but rarely do we have time to actually sit and
listen to someone give ideas about how to be a better parent. I attended all of the Parent
Education events at High Point Academy. I was impressed with the diversity of topics and
the caliber of speakers. Each event was different but I always left feeling like I had some
new tools to use as a parent.”
April Castaneda, parent of a fifth grader, noted, “I attended the parent education program
Beyond the Birds and the Bees with Dr. Ginger Bercaw. I found this session to be very timely
and helpful. The session had real tools that I was able to start using right away. Dr. Bercaw’s
statement that you don’t just have ‘the talk’ one time, but you have a series of small conversations and you tell as much as your child is ready to hear was very sound advice.”
Head of School Gary Stern summed up the program this way: “High Point Academy and
parents are partners in helping to raise our children. The Parent Education program provides our families with important professional development in best practices related to
child development and supporting
the healthy social and emotional
development of children in the
fast-paced, ever-changing world of
today.”
Parent Education at High Point
Academy promises to be equally
informative in 2018-2019, with two
events already in the works. One
will be a morning presentation, and
one will be designed for the evening crowd. As usual, free babysitting for parents will be provided
at the night-time event. Check the
school website in the fall for details.
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High Point’s ALUMNI

HPA Class of 2014 at their Off-to-College Reunion in June 2018.

High Point’s academic excellence far exceeds our little school on the hill. Not only do
High Point students matriculate to some of the top high schools in the Pasadena/
Los Angeles area, but they also move on to prestigious colleges and universities
across the country, and internationally. The list below shows college matriculation for
High Point’s Class of 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014. Results were self-reported by alumni,
and not all students provided their college information.
We love to hear from Alumni – please contact alumni@highpointacademy.org to
share your college and/or professional accomplishments.

COLLEGES
American Academy of
Dramatic Arts
Arizona State
Auburn University*
Boston College
Brigham Young University
Brown University*
Butler University
Cal Luthern University
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo*
Chapman University
Colgate University
Cornell University
Cal State University Chico
Duke University*
Edmonds Community College
Emerson College
Furman University
Harvard College
Haverford College
Hillsdale College
Hunter College
Indiana University*
Johns Hopkins University
Lehigh University*
Loyola Marymount University
Maryland University
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

New York University
Northwestern University
NYU Tisch School of the Arts
Occidental College
Oregon State
Pasadena City College
Point Loma Nazarene
University*
Princeton University
Puget Sound
Purdue University
San Diego State University
San Jose State University
Santa Clara University
Seattle University
Seton Hall University*
Southern Methodist University
Texas Christian University*
University of Alabama*
University of Arizona
University of California
Berkeley*
University of California Davis*
University of California Irvine*
University of California
Los Angeles^
University of California
San Diego

University of California
Santa Barbara*
University of California
Santa Cruz*
University of Chicago
University of Colorado Boulder*
University of Delaware
University of LaVerne
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
University of Notre Dame
University of Oregon*
University of Pennsylvania
University of Redlands
University of San Diego*
University of San Francisco
University of South Carolina
University of Southern
California^
University of Washington
Wake Forest University
Westmont College*
Wheaton College
* 2 or more students attending
^ 5 or more students attending
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High Point Academy
Where Eagles SOAR!

ContactUs
1720 Kinneloa Canyon Road
Pasadena, CA 91107

(626) 798.8989
www.highpointacademy.org

